DRK.N.MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL MODINAGAR
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (2022-23)
CLASS XII(Humenities)

Name: _____________________
Class: _________ Section: _______
Roll No: ________
Subject: ___________________
the love of a family is life’s greatest blessing.
“have it now”
NOTE: Last date of submission of Holiday Assignment is 1 July 2022.
st

“ everyday do something
that will Inch you closer to a
better Tomorrow.”

Request to Parents/students:
 Its summer Time again. Time for strengthening family bond, tying threads of family tree, sharing joys and
sorrows, having a good time together.
 Look for interesting books and read as much as you can about the places and people. Take good care of your
health and hygiene.
 As parents make your child understand the value of time, feel special of his/her unique identity.
 Motivate your child to watch entertaining educational TV shows
 Let them feed the poor and share things with needy people with love.
 Pray to Almighty daily, be a helping hand to your parents and spend some time with grandparents.
Be a wonderful human being:





Give time to pursue your hobby.
Minimise the use of gadgets.
Water the plants and rejoice the beauty of nature.
Appreciate nature and go for a nature walk.

Healthy Life style be your priority:
 Give prime importance to your health,eat lots of Fruits, do Exercise and get into yoga.
 Drink a lot of liquid like water and juices of fresh fruits.

Note:
 Neatness and presentation are
common parameters for most of
the work assigned.
 Given Home assignment must be
done in a separate copy.

DR. K.N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (2022-23)
SUBJECT- ENGLISH
CLASS – XII
Dear Students,
You are required to go through the given Holiday Assignment.
1. India, the urban poor live in sub-human conditions in slums. Write
an
article on ‘Possible Steps to deal with Slums in India’. You are
Kundan or Kashish, City Reporter of a newspaper. You can take
help from the given visual. (Word limit: 120 – 150)
2. Write an article on “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao”to raise awareness about
Government of India’s initiative in about 120-150 words
3. Admission to Higher Education is becoming increasingly difficult with cut-off
lists of admission in universities and colleges. Write a letter to the editor of a national newspaper
voicing your concern over the issue in about 120 – 150 words. With the help of given cues give instances of cut-off lists going up, in some cases touching 100% marks
 say how it will make higher education go beyond the reach of the majority of students who score
less
 suggest what should be done to ensure that the benefits of higher education opportunities reach the
maximum number of people.
4. Write a letter in about 120 – 150 words to the Editor of a national daily expressing your views on the
issue ‘Dangers of Using Headphones on Roads and Railway Tracks’. Sign yourself as Himani /
Hitesh Sabharwal of 69/7B, Lok Vihar, Rothak.
5. Ministry of Travel and Tourism is organising a week long National Festival of Classical Dances of
India. On behalf of the Union Minister of Travel and Tourism, prepare a formal invitation card
inviting the general public to attend the festival. Invent necessary details about Chief Guest, date,
timings and venue of the festival and R.S.V.P.
6. Character Review:- Students are instructed to watch any one of the following movies and write
about any one of the characters that impresses them the most.
1. Mangal Pandey: The Rising
2. The Legend of Bhagat Singh.
7. Solve any five comprehensive passages from E-Practice Book or any Sample Paper.
LITERATURE –
1. What different images does the poet use to convey the idea of her mother’s old age? (My Mother at
Sixty Six)
2. How was the order from Berlin going to make a difference to the lives of thestudents? (The Last
Lesson)
Note:(All Holiday Assignment must be done in a separate Assignment file.)

DR K. N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY (ASSIGNMENT) 2022-23
SUBJECT – HISTORY
CLASS-XII
General Instructions:
Learn all PT1 Syllabus.
Attempt all the answers in your notebook.
Q.1. Give answers of the following questions :
1. Mention the period of Harappan civilization.
2. Who called the Harappan civilization Indus civilization first time?
3. Who excavated Harappa?
4. Who excavated Mohan Jodaro?
5. Mention two capital cities of Harappan civilization.
6. Mention two port cities of Harappan civilization.
7. Which metals were used in Harappan civilization?
8. Define BP, BCE and CE.
9. What is meant by Haja Bird?
10. What is meant by Terracott
11. Define Megaliths.
12. Define Epigraphy.
13. Define Janpada.
14. Define Inscriptions.
15. Define Oligarchy.
16. Define Numismatics.
17. Define Erytheraean
18. Define Transplantation.
19. Define Agrahara.
20. Mention the name of the most powerful Janpada

Dr. K.N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY (ASSIGNMENT) 2022-23
SUBJECT- POLITICAL SCIENCE
CLASS- XII
General Instructions:
Learn all PT1 Syllabus.
Attempt all the answers in your notebook.
Work should be neat and clean.
Q1. Give answer of the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Why was ASEAN established?
What does the logo on the ASEAN flag symbolize?
What is meant by the ‘Maastricht Treaty’?
In the European Union Flag, what does the symbol of ‘twelve gold stars in a circle’ signify?
What is the meaning of Panchsheel?
Describe India-China relations from 1947 to 1962.
Read the following paragraph and answer the following question:
The conflict of 1962, in which India suffered military reverses, had long-term implications for IndiaChina relations. Diplomatic relations between the two countries were downgraded until 1976.
Thereafter, relations bet even the two countries began to ii approve slowly. After the change in
China’s political leadership from the mid to late 1970s, China’s policy became more pragmatic and
less ideological. So, it was prepared to put off the settlement of contentious issues while improving
relations with India. A series of talks to resolve the border issues were also initiated in 1981.
(i) Why did India suffer military reverses as a result of the conflict of 1962?
(ii) Why did the relation between India and China slowly improve?
(iii) What was the change in the policy of China in the seventies?
(iv) Which efforts were made to resolve the border issue between? India and China?

8. Study the cartoon given below and answer the following questions given below.
(i) Which country does the given cartoon refer to?
(ii) Identify the two symbols in this cartoon which have given you the clue about the related country.
(iii) Where does the cartoon place the related country in international power politics?
9. Analyze the basis of the projection of China to overtake the US as the world’s largest economy by
2040.
10. Examine the changing Indo-China relations.

Dr K. N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY (ASSIGNMENT) 2022-23
SUBJECT-SOCIOLOGY
CLASS-XII
General Instructions:
Learn all PT1 syllabus.
Attempt all the answers in your notebook.
Work should be neat and clean.
Q.1. Give answers of the following questions:
1. There is a vital difference between the empire building of pre- capitalist and that of
capitalist times. what is difference?
2. What was the impact of British colonialism on Indian society?
3. Define Nation State.
4. What is meant by industrialisation?
5. How did British industrialisation lead to de-neutralization in India?
6. Industrialisation or urbanization are link process dishes
7. What is meant by urbanization?
8. What was the impact of British colonialism on Indian society
9. Why were the coastal cities important to the colonial group
10. Which Cities were developed by the British rule and Why?
11. Define the following:
(a) Structural change
(b) Industrialization
(c) Urbanization
(d) Capitalism
(e) Colonialism
12. Industrialization and Urbanization are linked process discuss.
13. How has Colonialism impact our lives? You can either focus on one aspect like culture
or politics or treat them together.
14. Identify any town and city with which you are familiar. Find out both the history of its
growth and its contemprary status.
15. Define Birth rate.
16. Define Death rate.
17. Define Sex ratio.
18. Define Replacement level.
19. Define Negative growth rate.
20. Define Age structure.
21. Define Dependency ratio.
22. Define TFR.

23. Define Fertility rate.
24.Define Maternal mortality rate.
26.What is the population structure?
27.What is life expectancy?
28.Give two methods of population control given by Malthus.
29.How can the birth rate can be reduced?
30.Give the main features of the National Population Policy.

DR K. N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT(2022-23)
SUBJECT- PSYCHOLOGY
CLASS-XII

General Instructions:
Learn all PT1 syllabus.
Attempt all the answers in your notebook.
Work should be neat and clean.
Q.1 Give answers of the following questions:
1. Define the term assessment. What are the two kind of assessment? Explain with the help of examples.
2. Explain some of the Psychological attributes.
3. Define the term “Intelligence” asgiven by the following:
i- Wechsler
ii- Binet
4. Explain the following theories of intelligence that follow information processing approaches:
i- PASS Model (with image)

ii- Theory of Multiple Intelligences

5. All persons do not have the same intellectual capacity. How do individuals vary in their intelliectual ability?
Explain.
6. Define the following:
i- Mental Retardation

ii- Intellectual Giftedness

7. How is Creativity related to intelligence?
8. How Arthur Jensen proposed a hierarchical model of intelligence.
9. ‘Intelligence is the interplay between nature and nurture.
10- Differentiatei- Group and individual test

ii-Culture fair and Culture biased test

11. Define the concept of “Self”.
12. What is meant by ‘Personal identity’ and ‘Social identity’? Explain with the help of example.
13. Define the following:
i- Self Concept

ii- Self Esteem

iii- Self Control

iv- Self Regulation

14. What role does self efficacy play in our day to day life?
15. Give at least 3 differences between Western and Indian concept of self.

1 6.How does Self esteem show a strong relationship with our everyday behavior.
17. Enumerate and explain the various type approaches of Personality.
18. Describe the word unconscious as described by Freud.
1 9. Write a note on: Five Factor Model Of Personality.
20. Differentiate: Self Concept and Self Esteem

DR.K.N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (2022-23)
SUBJECT-COMMERCIAL ART (052)
CLASS– XII
General Instructions:
Learn All PT-1 Syllabus.
Attempt all the answers in your notebook
Work should be neat and clean.
Give Answers of the following questions:
Q1. What is the time period of Rajasthani school of painting?
Q2. What are another names of Rajasthani school of painting?
Q3. The Rajasthani art was developed under which kings?
Q4. Why did Rajasthani school of art flourish first in Mewar?
Q5. Why do we call Rajasthani art as Rajput art?
Q6 What was the theme depicted in nathdwara paintings?
Q7 Who ruled the state of kishangarh after kishan Singh?
Q8 Raja Sawant Singh was also known by which name?
Q9 Name some sub schools of Rajasthani school of art?
Q10 Which Colors were used in Rajasthani Paintings?
Q11 Write an essay on the origin and developmentofRajasthanischoolofminiature painting?
Q12 Write a shortnote on theRajasthani Painting ‘Bharat Meets Rama at Chitrakuta’ ?
Q13 How far is the painter successful in depictingthesubjectmatteroftheRajasthani painting Krishna on swing?
Q14 Howdidthe Paharischool comeinto existence ?
Q15 Mention the titles of any five Rajasthani miniature paintings?
Q16 Why do you like or dislike the Rajasthani miniatures? Give reason in short.
Q17 Describe the main characteristics or features of Rajasthani School of miniature paintings?
Q18 Why do you like or dislike the Rajasthani paintings (Bani-Thani) explained (100 Words).
Q19 Write a note on the compositional arrangements of the Pahari miniature painting (100 words).
Q20 Write the main features of Pahari miniatures?

Dr. K. N. MODI GLOBAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT
SUBJECT – PHYSICAL EDUCATION (2022-23)
CLASS – XII

 Write about any 5 yoga asanas with Procedure, Benefits Contraindication &
Picture in Practical File.
 Any One Game According To Your Choice:-









History Of Game
Diagram With All Specification.
Rules & Regulation
Skills
Terminilogy
Imporatant Tournament And Venue
Famous Sports Personality

